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Our way of thanking you for sharing your summer with us:
we invite you to complimentary refreshments during the ten minute intermissions in
*The Merry Wives of Windsor* and *The Tragedy of Othello*
and after each of the three plays.
THE SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE PROGRAM

Shakespeare at Winedale is an academic course offered through the College of Liberal Arts at The University of Texas at Austin. Students pursuing undergraduate or graduate degrees in any academic specialty and at any college or university in the United States are eligible to apply.

Students selected for the program during the spring semester months register for both summer terms. During the first six weeks (roughly May 15 - June 30) they study independently, preparing themselves through careful, critical, readings of the play texts; and through concentration on words and characterization; through inquiries into dramatic history, criticism, and scholarship.

The second phase is best known as Shakespeare at Winedale. For two months students become active members of a small farming community: Winedale. Each day of that period, they study and perform Shakespeare's plays in an old hay barn, a "great Globe" in itself. They examine Shakespeare not in the traditional classroom manner but through performance. Hence their explorations are immediate, intense, and lively encounters with the texts, each other, the personae, the language, and with their striving selves - for that within which passeth show.

CLASS HONORS

The Barbara Ayres Centennial Scholarship ......................................................... Meg Reeves
The Frank Bitter Centennial Scholarship ............................................................... David Jeffus
The Friends of Winedale Scholarship ..................................................................... Willie Wilson
The Rhodes Centennial Scholarship ....................................................................... Doug Dawson
The Winds of Halifax Award ..................................................................................... Blanca Bolner
The Bettie Cook Memorial Scholarship .................................................................. David Ziegler
The Ima Hogg Memorial Scholarship .................................................................... Claire Sabo
The Papa Wagner Memorial Scholarship ................................................................. Brian Foster
The Virginia Williams Memorial Scholarship ......................................................... Kirsten Kern

THE NICK BOTTOM AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

This award recognizes the highest achievement in study, performance, teaching, learning, and the playing that is Shakespeare at Winedale. It also celebrates the love of life, the spirit of performing, and the eagerness to share with others, whatever the risk, oneself. The recipient will be announced during the final evening of Shakespeare at Winedale, August 25.

COUNTRY FRIENDS

We hope that you'll visit these special people whose favors have helped us through yet another summer of Shakespeare at Winedale.

Winedale

Dot's Corner
Wagner's Cafe
Winedale Historical Center

Round Top

Georges Phillips 66
Klump Grocery
Round Top Antiques
Round Top State Bank
Round Top Cafe
Round Top General Store
Round Top Mercantile Company

Carmine

Albers Butane Service
Country Needlecrafts
Green Cottage Florist
Neese Pharmacy
THE SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDEALE ENDOWMENT

Thanks to Dean Robert King, College of Liberal Arts at The University of Texas at Charlotte and Alec Rhodes; distinguished members of the Endowment Committee; and the generous giving of the people recognized below, the Shakespear E Endowment has been steadily growing as we approach the performances. The goal for the Endowment is $150,000.00, which will be matched by the University of Texas Board of Regents Endowed Teachers and Scholars Program, for a total Endowment of $300,000.00. We invite you to participate in the development of this important, once-in-a-lifetime, funding effort. All gifts are tax-deductible. And all monies donated for 1985 and pledged for 1986 and 1987 before August 31, 1985 will prosper under the Regents program.

DONORS TO THE ENDOWMENT

for beauty lives with kindness.

THE TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA

Contributing Members*

Albers Butane Service (Carmine)
Lane Alexander
Sally and Frank Allen
Richard Alpert
Jean H. Biggs
Madeleine Blaylock
Mary Sue Black
Susan Boulware
Marian and John Brennan
Margaret and Douglass Buchman
Susan and Craig Canley
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carpenter
Shawn Carlson
Laura L. and Dean Clark
Ruth and Abraham Clearfield
Sandra Crenshaw
Dean Curtis
Eddie Dansby

Jean and Louis DeMoll
M. F. E. Emmert
Susan D. Glazer
D. L. Gumett
Mrs. Charlotte C. Harris
Jeffrey Hart
Harry and Lynn’s (La Grange)
Margaret Hauser
Flossie Henry
Joy Howard
Mrs. George and Ben Harchoy
Lorre and Earl Hunt
Marjorie and Charles Johnson
Jean and Ed Kelly
Mrs. and Mrs. M. C. Kieke
Liz and Ronald Klump
Angelia and David Lee
Marjorie and John Loeblin

M. E. McDowell
Patricia and Billy Martin
Elizabeth and John Mattiingly
Edward Mattiingly Associates
Irene Meyer
Edith A. Moss
Edward C. Nelson, Jr.
Mrs. T. C. Newnam
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Leon
J. Novak, Jr.
David Paine
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Pickens
Mrs. Maggie L. Pledger
Erna Ponsky
Dorothy Rattey
J. Renner
Mary and Mike Rickets
Patricia A. Rhodes

James Loeblin
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Linden II
Ruth McCrory
Maureen McElroy
Mr. and Mrs. Louis H. Mackey
Dr. and Mrs. George G. Meyer
Dr. William R. Milligan
Robin Mize
Mickey and Joe Moineau
Carolyn Montgomery
Ernest A. Muenzenberger
Naomi R. Musselwhite
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nagel
Charlotte R. Pelham

Sustaining Members*

Kay Arnold
Jonathan Ayres
James Blanchard
Richard E. Boner
Nancy Walker and William Booth
Marie Black
Michael Bradford
Brazos Banc Savings Association of Texas (Driehan)
Dr. Jackie Byars
E. G. Busick
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Crow
Alita Dimon
Jo Ann and Michael Duffy

Hunter Elginer
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Erchinger
Harold Frisch
Lori Diane Gillespie
Heather and Roy Goldman
Lyman Hanson
Mr. Robert C. Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Holder
Mr. and Mrs. Dan W. Hopper
Leigh Hopper
Robert Louis Jackson
Teresa Jaynes
Margaret and James Kiefer
Pam and Owen Kinney

Frederick E. Fordyce
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hanson
R. M. and M. Ledder
Dwight Jaynes
Jennifer and Walter Jones
Maud Keeling
Cynthia Keefer
James Kiesewetter
Robert Kiesewetter
Dr. Karl Klein
Ted Lawson
Larry Lomax
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lomax
Ann and Roger Martin

Mr. and Mrs. Michael P. Flahive
Mrs. Ellen St. John Garwood
Mrs. and Mrs. Ick M. Gillette
Michael Godwin
Elva and Royce Keilers

Bill Hawn
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Hole
The Burdine Foundation
Mac Mallory and William Kruok
Republic Bank

Republic Bank South Austin
Charlotte and Alec Rhodes
Betty Schatz
Clare and Harold Schetz
Mary Gail and Ernest Stromberger

Patrons*

Mr. and Mrs. John S. McConnell
LaVerne Maulen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. E. Megaw
Claire Wheat Parish
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Paseur

Mr. and Mrs. Marlowe Preston
Mrs. and Mr. Harlan J. Smith
Mrs. and Mrs. George A. Warne
Sarah and Milt Williams
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Williams

Life Members*

Barbara and Jim Ayres
Marion and Frank Bitter
Ann and Truman Breed
Audrey L. Carter
Everett Hardware Company (Austin)

* Gifts received by July 31, 1985.

THESE ENDURED

All of these folks are to be praised for their patience, ingenuity, and willingness to help Shakespear E Endowment through its 15th summer: the cooks, Angelene, Edith, and Loranne; the housekeepers; Barbara and Pam; "keepers of grounds"; Robbie, Percy, and Janice; the nightwatchmen; Alois and Nittschke; the docents; Verlie, Rosa Lee, Dora, Leola, Alice, Tiny, Joyce, and Dolores; the cooks of the World Famous Hunters Stew; and the administrator of The Winedale Historical Center, Gloria Jaster. Special thanks to Dorothy Rattey, Joanne, and Sid in the English Department; and to Barbara McFarland, Kay, Coby, and Daniel in Dean King’s office.

THESE ENDURED

Barbara and John Stuart III
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilkinson

* Gifts received by July 31, 1985.